ADAPTIVE CORE CURRICULUM FOR PRISONERS

INTRODUCTION:

The human brain is designed to sustain oneself throughout a perilous journey from helplessness to hopefulness. The most incredible adaptability, exhibited in both anatomical and physiological changes, occur as a result of our having encountered new stimuli internally and externally. One billion neurons engaging 100 trillion synaptic reactions allow for this plasticity which makes us forever adaptable to routine and daily assaults upon the brain, responsible for neuronal degeneration. Human evolution, however, in this day and time is paralleling to the global human race, and the intentional degradation it (store), and recall it (retrieve) constitutes...
LEARNING ESSENTIAL TO OUR SURVIVAL AND PROGRESSION. SUCCESS IN LIFE IS DEPENDANT UPON NOT ONLY HOW WE DEFINE THE TERM, BUT A VAST ARRAY OF FACTORS BOMBARDING US, AS WELL AS EMERGING FROM WITHIN US.

IF WE WERE TO ATTEMPT TO DESIGN AN EXPERIMENT IN ORDER TO CEASE THE BRAIN FROM ADVANCING, THAT IS TO HALT THE ACQUISITION OF NEW INPUT (OR TO PREVENT LEARNING), IT WOULD BE NECESSARY TO DESIGN AN ESSENTIAL NEVER CHANGING ROUTINE FOR PERSONS TO EXIST NEARLY AS ROBOTS. WE MIGHT EVEN INDUCE DIGRESSION OF THE PERSON'S MENTAL CAPABILITY BY ADDING ROUTINE AND DAILY ASSAULTS UPON THE BRAIN RESPONSIBLE FOR NEURONAL NECROSIS. HUMAN EXPERIMENTATION, HOWEVER, IN THIS DAY AND TIME IS APPALLING TO THE GLOBAL HUMAN RACE. AND THE INTENTIONAL DEGRADATION
OF THE MIND IS ASSUREDLY CONSISTENT WITH
THE MANY AND VARIED DEFINITIONS FOR TORTURE.

BUT FOR A MOMENT LET'S ASK OURSELVES WHAT
THIS EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT TO INTENTIONALLY
HARM THE MINDS OF HUMANS MIGHT LOOK LIKE.

IN ORDER TO NULLIFY NORMAL NEUROLOGICAL
ACTIVITY IN THE BRAIN YOU IMPOSE A LONG-TERM
RESTRICTED ENVIRONMENT WITH AN UNCHANGING
ATMOSPHERE, THUS ELIMINATING SURROUNDING STIMULATION.

ONE WOULD NEED BE CONFINED BY A BARRIER TO BE
SUBJECTED TO A SMALL AND UNCHANGING ENVIRONMENT.

NOT TOTAL SENSORY DEPRIVATION TEMPORARILY CAUSES
NEURONAL DEATH, BUT RATHER SUBJECTION TO UNCHANGING-
DAILY ROUTINE AND ENVIRONMENT. TO EXPEDITE NEURONAL
DETERIORATION INCREASED LEVELS OF CORTISONE WOULD
SUFFICE. CORTISONE DERIVED FROM THE ADRENAL
GLANDS IN RESPONSE TO CHRONIC STRESS WOULD DESTROY
NEURONS IN THE HIPOCAMPUS THUS IMPEDING LEARNING.
SLEEP DEPRIVATION, CROWDED LIVING, CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
CONSISTANT WITH OUTDOOR TEMPERATURES, LIGHT AND NOISE
POULATION, FORCE INACTIVITY, VIOLENCE, CONTINUOUS
PREDATORY THREATS, LITTLE AVAILABILITY OF HEALTH CARE
AND POOR DIET SHOULD ENSURE ANATOMICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL DETERIORATION. IN FACT, WE HAVE AN
IDEAL EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION INCLUDING ALL THESE
FACTORS: PRISON, AND EVIDENCE WOULD SUGGEST THAT PERSONS
EMERGING FROM LENGTHY SENTENCES ARE WITHOUT A DOUBT,
MENTALLY WORSE FOR IT. THE PUNITIVE COMPONENT
CONSTITUTES MENTAL TORTURE.
THE PUBLIC IS CONDONG OF THIS MENTAL
DAMAGE RESULTANT FROM PRISON BECAUSE SUFFERING-
SEEMS APPROPRIATE FOR CRIMINALS. SO AS A NATION, AFTER
DENYING PRISONERS THE RIGHT TO TRADITIONAL PROGRESSIVE
EDUCATION, FORCING THEM TO VIEW THE MOST HOSTILE
ENTERTAINMENT (VOTED UPON BY A MAJORITY) AND ENCLOSING THEM
IN A PROVOKING PREDATOR PREY WORLD FOR YEARS WE RELEASE
THEM TO IMPACT SOCIETY OR HOLD THEM TO CORRUPT THE
MORALITY REMAINING IN THOSE WHO ENTER THE PRISON'S
DEBAUCHERY.

THIS PAPER IS NOT ABOUT THE FOREGOING BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF TODAY'S PRISON CONSEQUENCES, BUT RATHER A PROPOSED CORE
EDUCATION AIMED AT PROVIDING INMATES WITH ADEQUATE
STIMULI TO MAINTAIN AND PROMOTE (HOWEVER INCREMENTAL)
THE PROGRESSIVE MATURATION PROCESS AND NORMAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT.

TODAY'S PRISONS ARE A STEP BEYOND WHAT SOCIETY
TYPICALLY CONSIDERS THE WORSE FORM OF PUNISHMENT, IE.
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT. SOLITARY CONFINEMENT FOR LONG-
CONSIDERED THE HARSHEST, SECONDARY TO THE PSYCHOSIS
RESULTANT FROM THE MENTAL TORTURE OF LITTLE TO NO
STIMULI. THE UNSPOKEN AND WORSE CONDITIONS
Today are of forced exposure to perverted stimuli. If you go into a prison today, especially state which has little supervision relative to the federal, you will be subjected to perversion daily. And if you are to survive in prison you must adapt to this abnormal environment while not becoming the direct object of it. Prisons in America are prey/predator atmospheres.

If we are to avoid the very surroundings of our immediate habitat, it will require an innovative and adaptive approach to preserve normal psychological well-being in this abnormal setting. A suggested core curriculum for inmates to participate in follows.

Engagement in appropriate educational core curriculum for prisoners will no more offset the psychotic and neurotic traits acquired from living in prison than brief daily periods of exercise will offset physical illness directly resultant from forced inactivity as a lifestyle. But it helps.
The idealistic panacea is to develop rehabilitative centers for living as an alternative to prison. The realistic approach is to utilize easily accessible tools now to offer every inmate, on a voluntary basis, who wishes to promote his or her own mental well-being.

To learn in prison is most challenging. First, one must demonstrate a desire to learn. Second, he/she must have the capability to acquire knowledge and third, this new information must be implemented, to the point of habituation, in the person’s life. Any one of the three are onerous to overcome in prison. This is why such an opportunity must be voluntary (so desire is noted) and applicable to only 40–60% of the general prison population.

An innovative approach to induce inmates to participate in an educational pursuit in such a depressive and perverted environment is by offering a moralistic principle in a popular and humorous format, while considering variables such as race,
GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, CULTURE AND BACKGROUND. SUCH A FORMAT IS AVAILABLE THROUGH CLASSICAL T.V. COMEDY SERIES SUCH AS THE COSBY SHOW AND/OR THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW. SUCH SHOWS INITIALLY WOULD HELP OVERCOME TARDINESS AND ABSENTEEISM. ADDITIONALLY PROVIDING WHOLESOME PLEASURE TO FACILITATE THE RELEASE OF BENEFICIAL NEUROTRANSMITTERS (DOPAMINE, SEROTONIN, AND NOREPINEPHRINE) CALLS FOR A CREATIVE METHODOLOGY. HUMOR WOULD BE ONE MEANS. AN ARRAY OF SUCH HUMOROUS/COMEDY PROGRAMS WITH OUT-RIGHT OR IMPLIED MORAL LESSONS ARE AVAILABLE. THIS TOO SERVES THE PURPOSE OF REINTRODUCING PLEASURE VIA NORMAL HUMOROUS STIMULI, RATHER THAN FROM OFTEN “ACQUIRED IN PRISON” HUMOR FROM PERVERTED OR VIOLENT DEPICTIONS.

TRADITIONAL EDUCATION RANGING FROM LITERACY AT THE FIRST GRADE LEVEL TO HIGH SCHOOL SHOULD BE AVAILABLE IN THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND STIMULATING FORMAT AS POSSIBLE. THE READ 180
PROGRAM, WELL REVIEWED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION SHOULD BE CONSIDERED FOR LITERACY,
EFFECTIVENESS SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY REGULAR
SUMMATIVE TESTING REVEALING PROGRESSION TO THE
NEXT GRADE LEVEL. A HOME SCHOOL, ACCREDITED
COURSE MIGHT BE IDEAL FOR THIS. AND ALTHOUGH
PASSING OF THE G.E.D. IS DESIRABLE, CONTINUING STUDY
TO THE TRADITIONAL TWELFTH GRADE LEVEL AFTERWARDS
WOULD BE Advantageous, ESPECIALLY FOR ENTERING
COLLEGE LEVEL STUDY.

Motivational subjects should be mandated,
Daily and brief, just as morality within humor
should be. These should be from motivational
speaking experts with popular courses such as
Napoleon Hill, Brian Tracy, Anthony Robbins,
Wayne Dyer, Dennis Waitley, etc.

Those with high school education should
Pursue collegiate studies incrementally attaining
basic to advanced degrees as an objective. This
would be far more useful in society in the long-
RUN THAN PURSUIT OF 'TRADE SCHOOL' ONLY. THOSE WITHOUT COLLEGE CREDITS SHOULD CONSIDER CLEP AND DANTE'S TESTING TO MEET FIRST YEAR REQUIREMENTS OF SIX SEMESTER HOURS EACH IN MATH, HISTORY, ENGLISH, PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES. AFTER A.D.'S ARE ATTAINED, HIGHER DEGREES SHOULD BE SOUGHT AND FINANCIAL GRANT PROPOSALS SOLICITED FOR DOCTORATE IN EDUCATION DEGREES FOR THOSE INMATES IN FOR LENGTHY OR LIFE SENTENCES IN PREPARATION TO TEACH OTHER INMATES.

Emphasis needs to be placed upon character development and specifically directed toward criminal thinking in adulthood, and conduct disorder in youth. Priority and chronology are less important than inclusiveness requiring a relatively lengthy period of time. Subjects might be grouped together, although expecting some permeation between groups of study.

Normal developmental psychology needs be
Teach with emphasis upon age appropriate stages of maturation. Abnormal psychology with emphasis upon personality disorders, addictions, and coping mechanisms should be included. Substance abuse from primarily a neuropsychiatric perspective and self evaluations/testing/questionnaires included.

Social norms, etiquette, logic, reasoning, argumentation, speech, debate, problem solving, conflict resolution and virtuous living should be introduced in creative ways requiring active participation. The typical "therapeutic environment" is best avoided. All these necessary studies are typically found at post secondary schools and those are the curriculums that need be adopted, not dumbed down versions.

Courses to enhance activities of daily living could be taught, including but not limited to nutrition, meditation, exercise physiology, sleep, learning, etc.
The fact that JFK's enhanced attempt to treat society's mentally ill unsuccessfully inconsequentially resulted in the increasing percentage of mentally ill in the prison system. And now this poses a unique challenge to educate these individuals. Special training is required to engage those with learning disabilities. This type of training must be extended to fellow prisoners to function as facilitators for this often ostracized insular prison population, because no existing pedagogical agent and/or agency in society is currently willing to extend continuous, progressive long-term attention to inmates. An array of skills will be required to deal with the mentally challenged and a disproportionate amount of both time and effort, but this ever increasing segment of the prison population should not be marginalized by neglect nor denial.
SAMPLE COURSE CURRICULUM OVER A THREE YEAR TIME FRAME.

I. MOTIVATIONAL TOPICS DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE
   A. Purpose
   B. Goals
   C. Discipline
   D. Adversity
   F. Optimism
   G. Proactivity
   H. Flexibility
   I. Tenacity
   J. Intelligence

   K. Beliefs
   L. Habits
   M. Physical Fitness
   N. Initiation
   O. Leadership
   P. Legacy
   Q. Adaptability

II. MORAL TOPICS INTRODUCED IN COMEDY FORMAT
   A. Human Rights
   B. Responsibility
   C. Right to Life
   D. War and Peace
   E. Rule of Law
   F. Death and Dying

   G. Equal Rights
   H. Viewpoints
   I. Defining Right and Wrong
   J. World Religions
   K. Values

III. FORMAL EDUCATION WITH DISCUSSION AND TESTING
   A. 1ST - 12TH GRADE NATIONAL STANDARDS
      1. Literacy Read 180 and Laubach
      2. Elementary Education
      3. Secondary Education
B. POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

1. REQUIRED 1st YEAR THIRTY HOURS
2. DEGREES: A.D. to Ph.D
3. FOREIGN LANGUAGE

IV. ADAPTIVE STUDIES
   A. DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
   B. COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
   C. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
   D. HUMAN BEHAVIOR
   E. HYGIENE
   F. ETIQUETTE
   G. HEALTH
   H. CAREER DEVELOPMENT
   I. BASIC ECONOMICS
   J. CODING MECHANISMS
   K. CRIMINAL REHABILITATION TOPICS

V. CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
   A. LOGIC AND REASONING
   B. ARGUMENTATION
   C. COMMUNICATION
   D. SPEECH
   E. DEBATE
   F. PROBLEM SOLVING
   G. CONFLICT RESOLUTION
   H. CRITICAL THINKING/DECISIONS
   I. CURRENT GLOBAL EVENTS
In summary, a prison core education program differs from any other, in that it must accommodate a vast population of diversified persons, and all being problematic, as to receptability of effective education, if for no other reason than inappropriateness of the environment towards learning. Criminals are an opprobrious segment of America's society deliberately insular for the safety of community, which accounts for our acceptability of conditions short of torture, but sufferable at best and mandating adaptability consistent with situational depression adverse to any means of maturity, learning or acquisition of social skills. The core curriculum is designed to counter this mental abasement. It is not a panacea and will work synergistically with physical exercise, stress reduction measures, and participation in daily motivational activities and humor.

Education in prison requires a multidisciplinary approach adaptive to a difficult target audience. For
Example, prisoners may be accustomed to experiencing pleasure, even humor in response to abusive or violent or even perverse scenarios to such an extent that the pathways between the prefrontal cortex responsible for morality and the limbic system involved in pleasure are physiologically functioning in abnormal ways which might be confirmed by functional magnetic resonance imaging while undergoing interviews accompanied by graphic visual depictions. An effective innovative and adaptive educational core curriculum could be emplaced to both anatomical and physiological change the brain resulting in improved morality, values, and behavior.
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